The horseshoe vortex system is a series of vortices which develop at the junction between an endwall and a bluff body during impinging flow. Pin-fin arrays are an internal cooling feature where bluff-bodies are arranged in an array to act as turbulators and increase heat transfer to a cooling fluid. The present study examines how the horseshoe vortex system evolves at pin-fins of different row positions in a low aspect ratio pin-fin array. Time-resolved stereo particle image velocimetry was employed in the stagnation plane of pin-fins in rows 1, 3, and 5 for a Reynolds number, based on pin-fin diameter, of 2.0e4. The shape of the timemean horseshoe vortex profile was found to change from row 1 to row 3 due to upstream flow acceleration and buffeting by turbulence. The bimodal nature of the horseshoe vortex was established regardless of row number, and the oscillation between the backflow and zero-flow modes was shown to drive regions of maximum ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅ and ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅ . ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅̅ was found to be dominated by upstream wake shedding instead of horseshoe vortex effects. Turbulent kinetic energy in the horseshoe vortex region was found to be amplified above mid-channel levels for each row. 
I. Introduction
IN-FIN arrays are a type of compact heat exchanger used in a variety of applications ranging from gas turbine engines to electronics cooling. Compact pin-fin arrays are composed of pin-fins with a height to diameter ratio on the order of unity. Flow through compact pin-fin arrays is complex-blockage effects, near wall effects, and wake shedding, among others, all contribute to high turbulence and high heat transfer. An important flow feature within the array is the horseshoe vortex system, present at the junction of the pins and the channel wall. As flow approaches the pins in the array, three dimensional pressure gradients drive separation of the impinging flow. At the endwall, as the flow separates to move around the pin, the horseshoe vortex (HSV) system develops. This system is composed of several unsteady vortices. The HSV system has been studied in single bluff-body systems, and been shown to oscillate between two modes in a quasi-periodic manner. Experiments have shown that the quasi-periodic manner of the system contributes directly to endwall heat transfer. Although single bluff-body HSV systems have been well studied, the behavior of the HSV system in short aspect ratio channels, and at locations within pin-fin arrays, is not well understood. This paper presents experimental results which categorize the behavior of the HSV system at several locations within a staggered pin-fin array.
II. Background
The HSV system occurs in junction flows where flow over a surface impinges on a bluff body. Adverse pressure gradients act on the approaching boundary layer, causing separation and the eventual formation of the HSV system upstream of the bluff body 1 . This system splits, and wraps around the bluff body in a "horseshoe" shape due to spanwise pressure gradients. The pressure gradients which drive the formation of the HSV system depend on a number of parameters including bluff body geometry, size, and blockage of flow [1] [2] [3] . In the turbulent regime, multiple vortices are likely to form as part of the HSV system 1 . Such vortices interact in a complex manner including merging, decay, and leapfrogging. Devenport and Simpson 4, 5 first established the bimodal nature of the HSV system. Beneath the primary horseshoe vortex, histograms of streamwise velocity were found to have two distinct peaks, implying the vortex experienced two dominant modes. The Reynolds number of the approaching flow was not found to be a dominant factor in the bimodal distribution's existence.
Praisner and Smith 6 used PIV to reinforce the fact that the HSV system oscillates consistently, but not predictably, between two modes. The primary mode was found to be dominant approximately 80% of the time. In this mode, nearwall reverse flow travels under the horseshoe vortex, and further upstream. The reverse-flow is inherently unsteady, and will occasionally switch from feeding upstream, to feeding into the horseshoe vortex. As a result of the reverseflow's change, the primary HSV moves closer to the pin. After the process, the system eventually resets to the dominant mode. Research by Sabatino and Smith 7 suggests that hairpin vortex packets, which develop in the impinging turbulent boundary layer, interact with the HSV and cause change in streamwise position of the vortex. Paik et al. 8 suggest that the hairpin vortices are a result of centrifugal instability of the flow beneath the primary HSV near the wall. These hairpin vortices were seen to form upstream of the HSV system, then wrap around and merge with the dominant HSV, causing a shift to a disorganized state.
Flow behavior within low-aspect ratio pin-fin arrays is complicated. Measurements of turbulent transport in pinfin arrays by Ames et al. 9 found that turbulence is low in the first few rows, and the strength of cylindrical pin shedding events increases dramatically with increasing Reynolds number. A computational study by Borello and Hanjalić 10 found that instabilities in the HSV system for a short cylinder bounded by flat walls were suppressed compared to an unbounded junction, and that vortex topology was highly dependent upon inflow conditions. Delibra et al. 11 performed computational modeling of a heated low-aspect pin-fin array and found that heat removal from the endwalls was associated with the dynamics of large vortices shed from upstream pin-fins.
From current literature, it is clear that the behavior of the turbulent HSV system is complicated. Multiple studies have shown that in the turbulent regime, the system is unstable and moves between two modes. The change between modes is understood to be non-periodic, but regularly occurring. Many of the present HSV studies have been performed with bluff bodies in open channels. The present study aims to examine the behavior of the HSV system in a closed channel with pin-fins of low aspect ratio, where flow is complicated due to endwall effects. To the authors' knowledge, no study has yet examined how the HSV system behaves at pin-fins within an array. The present study addresses this gap in knowledge by quantifying the behavior of the HSV with respect to row location in an array.
III. Experimental Facilities
The experiments were carried out in a re-circulating, low speed wind tunnel designed for optical accessibility. The rig has been validated in several previous studies 12, 13 , and is shown in Fig. 1 . A venturi flowmeter was used upstream P American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics of the test section to measure mass flow, which was used to calculate the pin Reynolds number in the channel, which had a height, H, of 63.5 mm and a width, W, of 1.22m. Relief valves built into the rig allowed the pressure in the test section to be matched with the atmosphere to prevent bowing of the endwalls. The rig was designed to allow sufficient entrance length for fully developed flow at the test site, as verified by channel velocity measurements in a previous study 13 . Experiments were run at a pin Reynolds number, ReD, of 2.0e4. ReD was defined on the diameter of the pin fins, D, and the maximum average velocity within the channel, Umax. Umax occurred where cross sectional area of the channel was at a minimum, in the cross sections between adjacent pinfins in each row, and was calculated through conservation of mass. The height of the pins, H, was equal to the pin diameter, meaning the H/D ratio was 1 and the pins were of low aspect ratio. The pin-fin array was configured in a staggered setup. The spanwise spacing Sw, was 2D and the streamwise spacing, SL was 3.46D. The array consisted of seven rows with the unstaggered rows containing eight pins and the staggered rows containing nine pins. The array geometry, as well as the coordinate system used throughout the discussion, are shown in Fig. 2 .
IV. PIV Setup and Processing

A. PIV Equipment and Settings
High speed stereoscopic particle image velocimetry (S-PIV) measurements were taken in the stagnation plane of pin-fins in the first, third, and fifth rows of the array. Two high speed cameras were used in conjunction with a dualhead laser and a control unit to acquire PIV images. The images attained had a resolution of 1024x1024 pixels, and the vector field sampling rate was 1000 Hz. Two sets of 2020 time-resolved vector fields were captured for each test case. The high-speed cameras were fitted with 105mm focal length lenses, and Scheimpflug adapters. The Scheimpflug adapters allowed the focal plane of the cameras to be adjusted such that they were parallel to the laser plane. Figure 3 details the experimental setup. For each experiment, the resolution scale factor was approximately 28.5 pixels/mm.
Focusing optics were used on the dual cavity pulsed laser to spread the laser beam into a sheet and control its thickness. Di-Ethyl-Hexyl Sebecat (DEHS) fluid was atomized to micron-size droplets using a Laskin nozzle, and was previously validated as a suitable seeder particle 12 . The PIV parameter dt, the time between exposures for image pairs used to calculate the vector fields, was optimized based on preliminary results for each case. Factors such as maximum percent displacement through laser sheet, pixel displacement of particles in areas of interest, and maximum displacement gradients across interrogation windows were used to choose a suitable dt for each test case.
B. PIV Processing
PIV processing was carried out using LaVision Inc.'s DaVis software. For preprocessing, the images were normalized using a 10 pixel particle intensity normalization. A geometric mask was applied to each image to remove strong reflections at the wall and pin-fin leading edge. For vector calculation, stereo-cross correlation was used. The algorithm employed multi-pass, decreasing size, deformable interrogation windows. The first pass of the stereo-cross correlation used 96x96 pixel interrogation windows with 50% overlap, and the final two passes used 32x32 pixel windows with 75% overlap. Vector post-processing was performed via a two pass median filter with the universal outlier detection method. This method computed a residual value which was the difference in each component of velocity between the examined vector and the mean value calculated from the neighboring vectors. If this residual was too large, the vector in question was removed and replaced by the "next best" vector from the stored correlation peaks. If all subsequent "next best" vectors failed, the vector was filled via interpolation. Across the entire data set, less than 10% of final vectors were replaced via post-processing. Less than 0.5% of vectors were filled via interpolation, and the remaining 9.5% of vectors were filled via second, third, or fourth pick correlation peaks. For time-average statistics, 4040 time resolved frames were used to calculate an average. Initial studies indicated this was sufficient for statistical stationarity.
C. Uncertainty Analysis
With a 95% confidence interval, uncertainty in ReD was calculated to be +/-1.3% 13 . Uncertainty in the S-PIV results was estimated through a procedure outlined by Wieneke 14 . The technique uses the displacement field to compare the interrogation windows in the first and second images of the image pair. Differences in the windows are related to correlation functions, and are used to estimate random uncertainty in the displacement vectors in a spatially and temporally resolved manner. The variation in such uncertainties were studied at multiple instants in a representative data set. Two areas were studied-the mid-channel flow and the flow near the center of the timeresolved HSV. The root mean square uncertainty was calculated for each area by sampling the temporally resolved values at multiple time instants. For the mid channel flow, the uncertainty in the local magnitude of velocity was calculated to be an estimated +/-2.7%, or +/-0.16 pixels displacement. Near the center of the HSV, this uncertainty was calculated to be +/-16.3%, or +/-0.42 pixels displacement--higher than the mid-channel flow due to the effects of larger velocity gradients and smaller displacement vectors.
V. Results and Discussion
A. Magnitude of Velocity and Streamlines
Time averaged normalized magnitude of velocity contours, with time averaged streamlines overlaid, are shown in Fig. 4 . For figures providing contours in the stagnation plane, such as those seen in Fig. 4 , the endwall is at Y/H=0, and the pin-fin leading edge is at X/D=0. The X/D and Y/H coordinate system is relative to each pin-fin, and is not a In Fig. 4 , regions of low normalized |V|, lifted off the wall, are one of the most striking features of the HSV system. These regions are a result of the time-average primary HSV influencing the incoming boundary layer flow. Incoming boundary layer flow experiences an adverse pressure gradient resulting from the pin-fin, which causes separation and the development of the HSV system. It is noted that in the first row, the lifted region of low momentum flow is not as concentrated as it is in the downstream rows. It is hypothesized that this is a result of the unsteady nature of the HSV. In the downstream rows, the HSV is believed to be more constrained in its motion due to flow acceleration around upstream pins and buffeting by upstream pin-fin induced wake turbulence. The first row HSV is relatively unconstrained, and due to its range of motion, the time-average profile is "smeared out" resulting in the separated lowmomentum region that is less defined. Examining the location of the primary HSV's spiral node, it is noted that the change in the X/D location is greatest from row 1 to row 3, while the change from row 3 to row 5 is minimal. For the downstream rows, the relatively invariant behavior of the time-average HSV is consistent with the evolution of a fullydeveloped state in the endwall heat transfer in an array found by other researchers 15, 16 .
B. Bimodal Analysis
The time resolved streamwise component of velocity, u, was examined in the backflow region, found beneath the time average HSV. For each row, double peaked, bimodal distributions were found at certain points in the region. Figure 5 shows an example of a bimodal distribution of u in each row. Each peak in the histogram is representative of a dominant mode. In the backflow mode, streamwise velocity in the backflow region is primarily negative as the flow travels upstream. In the zero-flow mode, this strong backward jet is broken down and the recirculating fluid is pulled into the primary HSV instead of moving further upstream. In the histograms, the peaks near u=0 are indicative of the zero-flow mode, while the peaks with negative u are indicative of the backflow mode. The turbulent HSV system oscillates in an unpredictable unsteady manner between these two modes, and has been described by a number of authors 6, 8, 17, 18 .
Figures of the backflow and zero-flow modes were generated using a conditional averaging process. For each row, at the locations specified in Fig. 5 , the u component of velocity for each frame in the time-resolved data set was examined. A range of values representing the backflow mode, as well as a range of values representing the zero-flow mode were set. Each frame was flagged as either a backflow mode frame, a zero-flow mode frame, or a transition frame. For the row 3, ReD=2.0e4 case seen in Fig. 5 , the backflow range was +/-5% of the value of the negative velocity peak (-1.75 m/s from Fig. 5 ). For the zero-flow mode, the range was kept the same but centered about u=0. Using these ranges, 188 frames (4.6% of the total) were flagged as the backflow mode and 268 frames (6.6% of the total) were flagged for the zero-flow mode. The flagged frames of each respective mode were then averaged to create a time-average plot of the backflow and zero-flow modes, shown in Fig. 6 for the row 3 case. Plots of the other rows are not shown for the sake of brevity, but follow the trends seen in Fig. 6 of the backflow mode vortex sitting further upstream and being larger than the zero-flow mode. 
C. Components of TKE
The components of TKE ( ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅ , ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅ , ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅̅ ) were examined for each case and are shown in Fig. 7 . For all rows, it is noted that the region of highest normalized ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅ occurred beneath and slightly upstream of the HSV's spiral node.
Also for each row, it was noted that a secondary region of enhanced ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅ was found slightly downstream and above the spiral node. For the row 3 case, the primary region was found in the vicinity of X/D= -0.17, Y/H= 0.03, and the secondary region was found in the vicinity of X/D= -0.08, Y/H= 0.07. From comparisons with the structure of the conditionally averaged backflow and zero-flow modes, it was clear that these regions were a direct result of the system's oscillation between the two dominant modes. Figure 8 shows the basis of these regions of enhanced ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅ in the third row case. During the backflow mode, the u component of velocity in region near X/D= -0.17, Y/H= 0.03, which corresponds to the region of maximum ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅ , was primarily negative of moderate magnitude. In this same region during the zero-flow mode, the velocity was of near zero magnitude. The contrast between these two states drove the region of maximum ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅ . Likewise, the secondary region of enhanced ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅ was a result of the contrast between the structure of the backflow and zero-flow modes. Near X/D= -0.08, Y/H= 0.07 in the backflow mode, streamlines emphasize how the velocity was primarily moving towards the wall yielding u values close to zero. During the zeroflow mode, the u velocity was positive of moderate magnitude. The contrast between the two states drove the secondary region of enhanced ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅ seen in each row.
In the HSV region of each row, ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅ was found to be maximum slightly upstream of the spiral node. The region of high ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅ can also be explained on the basis of the oscillation between the two dominant modes of the HSV. Examining the row 3 case, the region of maximum ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅ occurred at about X/D= -0.11, Y/H= 0.06. In Fig. 6 , it is noted that for the backflow mode, this region was comprised almost entirely of flow in the negative Y direction with moderate magnitude. In the zero-flow mode, flow in this region was of very low magnitude, in a variety of directions. The contrast between these two states is what drove the region of maximum ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅ . Examining the ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅̅ contour levels in Fig. 7 , it was apparent that the peak levels around the HSV region did not reach magnitudes as great as either the u and v counterparts. The region as a whole, though, was seen to experience mild fluctuations in w, with the maximum occurring above and in front of the spiral node.
In the first row, the individual components of TKE in the HSV region were an order of magnitude larger than in the mid-channel flow, indicating the impact of the HSV. This result was expected based on the previous studies of Devenport and Simpson 5 . In row 3, ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅ and ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅ in the HSV region were no longer an order of magnitude larger than in the mid-channel. The amplified regions were still visible, but upstream pin-fin wake-generated turbulence caused the mid-channel values to significantly rise. From row 3 to row 5, the values of ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅ and ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅ were seen to proportionally decrease across the field of view. Such behavior was consistent with other pin-fin array studies which have found that turbulence intensity within arrays tends to peak after several rows and then decrease throughout the [19] [20] [21] . The variation in ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅̅ , from row to row, were found to be distinctly different than ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅ and ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅ .
From row 1 to row 3, ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅̅ increased significantly across the field of view. However, unlike ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅ and ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅ , ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅̅ continued to increase from row 3 to row 5. Additionally, in downstream rows ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅̅ in the HSV region was not significantly amplified over mid-channel rows. These results suggest that ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅̅ is primarily driven by upstream wakeshedding induced turbulence, which continues to be amplified in the fifth row for the studied pin-fin array geometry .
D. Turbulent Kinetic Energy
The contours of TKE normalized by Um 2 are seen in Fig. 9 . In the first row, the TKE in the HSV region was an order of magnitude larger than in the mid-channel. From the first to the third row, the TKE in the mid-channel was greatly amplified. This was due to upstream wake-induced turbulence, where upstream pin-fins greatly increased the TKE throughout downstream flow 12 . From the third to the fifth row, the mid-channel TKE was almost the same, implying a "fully developed" mid-channel state. For both the third and the fifth rows, TKE associated with the HSV was still visible above the mid-channel levels. This is an important finding, as it shows that the TKE of the HSV was not drowned out by TKE from upstream pin-fin induced wake-shedding.
The shape of the HSV associated TKE was found to change shapes based on row number. In row 1, the TKE was concentrated in an oval shape slightly in front of the spiral node. Smaller levels of TKE are noted upstream of this point, due to the wandering nature of the time-resolved vortex. In row three, the TKE took on a double peaked appearance with peaks on both sides of the spiral node. In Fig. 9 , one peak can be found near X/D= -0.19, Y/H= 0.04 and the second peak can be found near X/D= -0.12, Y/H= 0.06. In the fifth row, the TKE was concentrated downstream of the spiral node, and no double peaked behavior was observed.
The shapes of the HSV associated TKE in each row were a direct result of the components of TKE outlined in Fig.  7 . The TKE profile in the first row, and notably the peak near X/D= -0.15, Y/H= 0.05, was a result of the overlap of all components of TKE seen in Fig. 7 . For the third row, TKE in the peak below and upstream of the spiral node, near X/D= -0.19, Y/H= 0.04, was driven primarily by the peak ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅ in the backflow region seen in Fig. 7 . ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅ , and ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅̅ in the region were too small to provide to the amplification of TKE at this peak. The other peak in TKE, found downstream and slightly above the spiral node at X/D= -0.12, Y/H= 0.06, was driven by moderate levels of all components of TKE, as seen in Fig. 7 . The lack of a similar double peaked structure in the fifth row was the result of the global decay of ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅ , and the amplification of ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅̅ . The area of maximum ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅ , found in the backflow region, was reduced from row 3 to row 5. Due to the fact that this structure was the sole contributor to TKE in the region, the decay caused the TKE to degrade to mid-channel levels. In the region downstream and slightly above the spiral node, ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅ and ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅ were lower than in the third row, but ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅̅ in the region was amplified. As a result, the overall magnitude of TKE remained about the same as in the third row, and the HSV associated TKE took on a single-peaked appearance.
E. ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅ Reynolds Shear Stress
The ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅ Reynolds shear stress, normalized by Um 2 can be seen in Fig. 10 . In each row, regions of negative ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅ were found below and upstream of the spiral node, in the backflow region. This area coincided with the region of maximum ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅ seen in Fig. 7 and discussed above. Regions of positive ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅ of nearly the same magnitude were found ̅̅̅̅̅ that became stronger closer to the center of the HSV. On the other side of the HSV, between the vortex center and the junction, they also found positive values of ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅ , although the peak magnitudes were lower than the peak negative values upstream of the HSV. It is conjectured that the low aspect ratio channel configuration in this study, and the resulting turbulence approaching the first row, may play an important role in the region of positive Reynolds shear stress near the junction.
In the downstream rows of Fig. 10 , both the negative and positive regions of ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅ greatly increased in magnitude from the first to the third row. Similar to what was seen in the ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅ and ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅ plots, the magnitude of ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅ in both the positive and negative regions decreased from the third to the fifth row, linked to the initial generation of high levels of turbulence in the array followed by subsequent decay.
Conclusions
The present study examined the time-mean behavior of the horseshoe vortex system across at multiple row locations within a low aspect ratio pin-fin array. The region of lifted low momentum fluid in the vicinity of the spiral node was found to become more defined for downstream rows. This is hypothesized to be a result of constraints on the system's unsteadiness posed by flow acceleration around upstream pins and buffeting by upstream pin-fin induced wake turbulence. Bimodal histograms of u were found in the backflow region of each row and used to show that the HSV system's two dominant states, the backflow and zero-flow modes, were present in each row. The HSV's oscillation between the two modes was shown to drive regions of maximum ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅ and ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅ in each row. In a broader sense, ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅ , ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅ , and ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅̅ in the HSV region of the first row were all an order of magnitude higher than the midchannel flow, as expected. ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅ and ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅ dramatically increased across the field of view from the first to the third row, but showed a slight proportional decrease from row 3 to row 5. In all rows, these components in the HSV region were distinctly above mid-channel levels. ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅̅ was found to be driven primarily by upstream wake shedding, and in the HSV region of downstream rows was not significantly amplified over mid-channel levels. Across the field of view, ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅̅ increased from row 1, to row 3, to row 5.
TKE was examined for each case. TKE in the HSV region of row 1 was found to be an order of magnitude above mid-channel flow. From the first to the third row, TKE greatly increased across the entire field of view. Mid-channel levels did not show significant change from the third to the fifth row. The shape of TKE in the HSV region was found to evolve with respect to row number. In the first row, the TKE was concentrated in a single peak near the spiral node. In the third row, the TKE was found to be double peaked about the spiral node, but by the fifth row the TKE was back to a single peaked shape. The evolution of the shape of TKE near the HSV system was determined to be a result of the changing influences of the components of TKE. Specifically, the dominance of ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅ and ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅ in the third row caused the double peaked appearance. In the fifth row, the decay of these components and increase of ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅̅ , caused the transition from a double peaked to a single peaked structure. Finally, the ' ' ̅̅̅̅̅ Reynolds shear stress for each case ̅̅̅̅̅ showed consistent row to row trends, with negative values found in the backflow region, and positive values found opposite the backflow region on the other side of the spiral node. Magnitudes in these regions jumped significantly from row 1 to row 3, and decayed from row 3 to row 5.
